
Tim Healey http://www.tim-healey.com  tim@tim-healey.com  Cell phone: (603)553-1902 

Education: 

 Champlain College Burlington, VT Expected Graduation May 2017 

 Bachelor’s Degree in Game Design with a focus on Level Design  

Relevant Courses: 

- Game History and Development - Game Systems and Design  

- Introduction to Game Design  - Level Design I and II 

- Visual and Digital Fundamentals - Game Technology I and II 

- Game Production I and II  - Introduction to 3D Art 

Software: 

Unity 5:  Experienced in using C# scripting to be used in creating all aspects of creating a game, from user interface, 

movement systems, and score keeping.  Experienced in creating rapid prototypes to be used to explain game concepts and systems 

to other team members.  Currently working on a five-month project to create tower defense game using Unity 5. 

Microsoft Office Suite:  Extremely comfortable with all aspects of Word, PowerPoint, and Excel.  Used Microsoft Word for 

creating game design documentation outlining all systems within the game.  PowerPoint is used to create presentations that can be 

shown to other teams and investors.  Used Excel for calculating and balancing units within the game. 

Autodesk Maya 2016:  Very comfortable with creating both high and low polygon modeling, experienced with PBR and 

Stingray texturing methods and settings.  Also very familiar with creating animation rigs, skeletons, and controls to be used in the 

creation of game ready animations or for use in cinematic. 

Adobe Illustrator:  Very comfortable with creating professional documentation, as well as being able to create high quality 

graphics for use in engine or for source material. 

Adobe Photoshop:  Very comfortable with editing photographs, as well as being able to create textures for use on game 

ready models in a variety of game engines. 

Source SDK, Hammer:  Comfortable with creating level geometry, texturing geometry, and scripting game events and NPC 

behaviors to create a dynamic and believable environment for gameplay. 

 

Production Skills: 

 Teamwork:  Experienced with 4 years of working on small teams to achieve a common goal 

 Scrum/Agile Development:  Practiced scrum/agile development in a game production setting 

 Quality Assurance: Ran QA test sessions with the goal of collecting feedback on both gameplay and overall design.  Also 

attended QA testing to give feedback to other teams, with the goal of looking for bugs, and issues with any gameplay mechanics 

 Task and Time Recording: Used a project management software to create user stories and corresponding tasks.  

Experienced with recording time per each individual task and story in a production setting. 

Projects: 

Speed Scoop, Fall 2016 

 Lead designer and Producer on a third person driving shooter made in Unity 5.  Players must drive an ice cream 

truck around a neighborhood selling the correct flavor to the correct customer via a cannon mounted to the roof of the truck.  The 

gameplay is designed to allow embrace the quick arcade style of play, while also allowing exploration of the world. (LINK HERE) 

Work Experience: 

Sodexo Group at Canobie Lake Park, Salem, NH Summer 2011 to summer 2015.   Led a small team of individuals to 

produce a high quality food in a rapid and efficient manner.  Assisted in recording and processing food temperature data on a daily 

basis.  Also created signage per each location’s aesthetic style.  Helped create cashier handbook based on current company needs.  

Tasked with training new employees on proper workflow and safety guidelines. 
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